
WORKABOUT PRO 4
EQUIPPED FOR TODAY.

ADAPTABLE FOR 
TOMORROW.

ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES



TRUSTED. 
MODULAR. 
RUGGED.  
FAST.  
EASY TO USE. 

The Workabout Pro 4 has 
what it takes to get any 
job done — now and in the 
future.
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THE WORKABOUT PRO 4 HAS THE 
POWER TO TACKLE ANY TASK, 
TODAY AND TOMORROW.
In order to achieve maximum efficiency and deliver the very best in customer service, mobile workers 

inside and outside the enterprise need anywhere anytime access to your business information.

But choosing a mobile computer is a challenge. Mobile technologies are constantly evolving. And the 

features you require today will definitely change in the future.

Introducing the impressive Workabout Pro 4, the modular mobile computer that is built to adapt to changing 

business needs. Now, you’ll never need to retire a mobile computer simply because you need new 

features. Instead, you can buy the features you need today, and add the features you need tomorrow in just 

moments, right in your own facility. 

The result? A mobile computer that can meet your business needs every minute of its life. Guaranteed.
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The modular design of the Workabout Pro 4 lets you 
start with the features you need today, and upgrade 
to new features at any time, simply by switching 
modules. There is never a need to send the device 
back to a service depot. Simply replace the top end-
cap or the back of the device, or insert an internal 
module, all right in your facility, in minutes.

With the Workabout Pro 4, you can start with Wi-Fi 
and add WWAN to serve a worker outside the four 
walls. Need to support a new type of bar code? Just 
swap scan engines. Want to add speech picking? 
No problem, a special end cap adds a headset jack. 
You can add support for any type of RFID or add 
GPS or an 8 MP camera. And the combination GPS/
Wi-Fi diversity antenna module provides better Wi-Fi 
range and performance. 

End Cap Modules
• 1D standard range laser
• 1D extended range laser
• 1D linear imager
• 2D imager
• LF RFID
• HF RFID
• UHF RFID (linear antenna)
• Headset adapter module 

(provides a headset jack)

Back Cover Modules
• 1D standard range laser
• 1D linear imager
• 2D imager
• Camera module
• RFID: UHF 

(circular antenna)
• Pistol grip

Internal Modules
• GPS/Wi-Fi 

diversity module
• WWAN module

Custom
Need a special module for 
your application? Thanks to 
the open source architecture  
of the Workabout Pro 4, our 
partners can quickly, easily 
and cost-effectively create a 
custom module to meet your 
specific business needs.

LIST OF AVAILABLE UPGRADE MODULES
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A unique modular design lets you add new features — in minutes.

USB 
EXPANSION 
INTERFACE

2

100-PIN 
EXPANSION 
INTERFACE

3

END CAP 
MODULE 
ACCESS

1

4BACK 
COVER 
MODULE 
ACCESS

5WAN 
EXPANSION 
INTERFACE

6AUDIO 
EXPANSION 
INTERFACE 

7GPS/WIFI 
DIVERSITY 
ANTENNA
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IT CAN DO 
JUST ABOUT 
ANYTHING.
With its comprehensive feature set, the 
Workabout Pro 4 is ready to streamline virtually 
any task. Need bar code scanning? There are 
four world class bar code scanners to choose 
from: a 1D standard range laser for general 
bar code scanning; an extended range 1D 
laser that can capture bar codes as far as 45 
ft./9.1 m away — ideal in multi-level warehouses; 
a 1D linear imager that can capture all 1D bar 
codes, including the new 1D stacked bar codes 
common in retail, grocery and manufacturing; 
and a 2D imager that can capture any 1D or 2D 
bar code. Since the Workabout Pro 4 is modular, 
you can choose the option that best meets 
your needs today, and upgrade to meet new 
scanning needs in the future. And no matter 
which option you choose, you can expect the 
superior speed and performance that have 
made Zebra the world’s leader in bar code 
scanning — including the ability to capture even 
damaged and poorly printed bar codes on 
the first try.

With the 8 megapixel camera, workers can 
easily capture indisputable proof of condition. 
Add a geostamp to photos with the GPS 
function to embed proof of location in a photo, 
serving as undeniable proof of service or proof 
of delivery. And service technicians can capture 
a photo or video and transmit it to a product 
expert to get the onsite support they need to 
complete more repairs on the first visit.

Whether you need RFID now or in the future, 
your Workabout Pro 4 is ready to support any 
RFID need. Complete RFID support includes 
LF, HF and UHF, with your choice of the UHF 
antennas that will best support your RFID 
application — linear or circular.

You can also choose the wireless support you 
need today and upgrade in the future. Start with 
802.11a/b/g/n Wi-Fi, and simply add our HSPA+ 
WWAN internal module for cellular connectivity 
(cellular data only in the Americas). Add a GPS 
internal module to support location-based 
applications and geostamping. And if your 
Wi-Fi wireless environment is challenging, 
the GPS internal module also provides 
diversity antennas to improve Wi-Fi range 
and performance.

1D/2D/GPS/1D 
STACKED 
BAR CODES 
PHOTOS/
VIDEOS/LF, HF 
AND UHF RFID/
WI-FI/HSPA+*

*Data only in the Americas
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RUGGED, READY FOR YOUR MOST 
DEMANDING ENVIRONMENTS. 

You have workers who spend the day indoors 
as well as outside. That’s why the Workabout 
Pro 4 was designed to thrive in both. With 
its robust 6 ft./1.8 m drop specification, IP65 
sealing and a wide temperature range, workers 
can drop the Workabout Pro 4 on a concrete 
floor or asphalt road, use it in dusty areas, out 
in heavy rain, freezing cold and extreme heat 
— no problem. The result is a rugged mobile 
computer that can be put to work in so many 
different working environments.

You can use it on the production line and the warehouse floor 
inside a manufacturing plant for line-side replenishment, picking, 
put-away and shipping. Use it out in the yard to streamline 
vehicle maintenance. Use it in the backroom of a retail store to 
manage inventory. Use it in rail yards, ports and out on delivery 
routes to capture proof of delivery, proof of condition, proof of 
location or proof of pickup. Even government agencies can use 
the Workabout Pro 4 to deliver emergency services to citizens, 
streamline and error-proof the ticketing process and more.

IP65
6 ft. drop
-20° C

A BRAND YOU CAN TRUST.

20+ years and 400,000+ Workabout Pro 
mobile computers shipped around the globe.

When you choose the Workabout 
Pro 4, you choose a brand you can 
trust. The Workabout brand has 
been serving businesses around 
the world for over 20 years. 

Every day, Workabout Pro 
mobile computers are helping 
businesses all around the world 
boost efficiency and improve 
customer service.
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EASY TO USE 
AND ALWAYS 
COMFORTABLE.
Different applications require different types of data — but in order to 
maximize worker productivity, data entry must be simple. That’s why 
we offer a choice of alphanumeric, QWERTY or numeric keypads. Since 
different jobs require different form factors to deliver maximum comfort, 
we offer four different styles. A compact and light “short” model works 
with the QWERTY or numeric keypads. A “long” model accommodates 
the full alphanumeric keypad. On the fly, users can attach a pistol 
grip accessory to either the long or short model to bring gun-style 
ergonomics and comfort to scan intensive tasks. And no matter which 
model you choose, the large 3.7 in. VGA extra bright display is easy to 
see — indoors and out in the bright sunlight.

Get the adaptability you need to get the most out of your mobile 
computer investment with 

THE MODULAR WORKABOUT PRO 4.
TO FIND OUT HOW, PLEASE VISIT WWW.ZEBRA.COM/WORKABOUTPRO4 

OR ACCESS OUR GLOBAL CONTACTS DIRECTORY AT WWW.ZEBRA.COM/CONTACT

BLAZING DESKTOP-
STYLE APPLICATION 
PERFORMANCE —  
ON A MOBILE DEVICE.
When it comes to running applications on a mobile device, it’s all about performance. 
Your workers need instant screen refresh rates to maximize productivity — and 
minimize worker frustration. The Workabout Pro 4 offers the memory, processing 
power and wireless speeds required to deliver, with double the RAM, triple the Flash 
and nearly double the processing power of the prior generation, the Workabout 
Pro 3. Every Workabout Pro 4 offers 802.11a/b/g/n Wi-Fi support with an optional 
diversity antenna for better range and throughput, as well as an optional UMTS/
HSPA+ module that can be added at any time, ensuring that your workers have the 
speed they need inside and outside the enterprise walls.
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